
Fourth Class: English: Let’s Go 
 

Story:  The Picture in the Bedroom  

C: Seek and Search 

1. A ship is the mode of transport in the picture. 

2. The smell of the wild, briny seas convinced Lucy that she was not 

dreaming. 

3. Eustace wanted to smash the picture. 

4. The children saw a white figure diving off the ship’s side. 

5. The golden headed boy was Caspian, the boy king of Narnia. 

6. The author of the story is C.S. Lewis. 

 

D: Quest and Query 

 

1. The four noises that suddenly came with the wind were the swishing of the 

waves, the slap of the water against the ship’s sides, the creaking and the 

overall high steady roar of the air and water. 

2. Eustace should not have tried to smash the picture because it was a 

magic portal or door and he soon found himself down in this sea in the 

picture. 

3. Eustace’s despairing cry suddenly ended because water got in his mouth. 

4. Lucy was so good at swimming because she had worked hard at her 

swimming in the summer term. 

5. We know that Lucy got very cold in the water because her face was blue 

and her teeth began chattering. 

6. ‘Miserable’ is the word that tells us that Eustace was unhappy to be in the 

water. 

E: Word Watch 

Word Dictionary Meaning Sentence 

1. visible Able to be seen You should wear something light-

coloured when you're cycling  

at night so that you're more visible. 

2. disappeared Went somewhere where they 

could not be seen or found 

The sun disappeared behind a 

cloud. 

3. briny Containing a lot of salt Briny water contains a lot of salt. 

4. convinced To be certain I’m convinced that she is lying. 

5. despairing Showing or feeling that there 

is no hope and that you can 

do nothing to improve a 

difficult or worrying situation 

With every day that passed he 

became ever more despairing 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/wear
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/cycling
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/night


6. balance A state where things are of 

equal weight or force 

The toddler wobbled and lost his 

balance. 

7. familiar Easy to recognize because of 

being seen, met, heard, etc. 

before 

The house looked strangely 

familiar, though she knew she'd 

never been there before. 

8. bulwarks Something that protects you 

from dangerous or 

unpleasant situations 

My savings were to be a bulwark 

against unemployment. 

9. miserable very unhappy She's miserable living on her own. 

10. treading to float vertically in the water 

by moving the legs and the 

arms up and down 

The swimming instructor was 

teaching the children about the 

importance of treading the water 

to stay safe in the sea.  

 

F: Sounds abound  

1. Cat: Cat starts with a hard ‘c’. All the other words start with a soft ‘c’. 

2. Genie: Genie starts with a soft ‘g’. All the other words start with a hard ‘g’. 

3. Circle: Circle starts with a soft ‘c’. All the other words start with a hard ‘c’. 

4. Comprehension: The ‘shun’ sound is made with the letters ‘sion’ in 

comprehension. It is made by ‘tion’ in all the other words.  

5. Cough: ‘Ough’ makes a different sound in cough to the ‘ough’ in the 

other words. 

6. Receive: In the word ‘receive’, ‘e’ comes before ‘i’. ‘I’ comes before ‘e’ in 

all the other words. 

 

G: Watch your Ps and Qs 

 

Story Nouns Pronouns Verbs Adjectives 

1. Tyke to the 

Rescue 

 boat 

 arcs 

  moved  wide 

2. Welcome to 

Tír na nÓg 

 sleeve  she 

 his 

 caught hold  

3. The Picture 

in the 

Bedroom 

 things 

 picture 

  were 

moving  

 

4. Danger 

From the 

Deep! 

 string 

 croc 

 I  yanked 

 freed 

 

5. The Bravest 

March 

 snow 

 biscuits  

 he  sat 

 ate 

 two 

 
 


